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EXTENDED ONBOARDING &
CAREER DEVELOPMENT:
O’SHEA’S CHRONUS-POWERED
PROGRAM

THE CHALLENGE
Since 1902, O’Shea Builders has followed “The O’Shea Way,”
a relentless pursuit of doing things right. Now as a leading
commercial construction solutions provider in Illinois, they
continue to follow this motto in everything they do, from the
craftsmanship they exhibit to the way they treat their employees.
When Tess Fyalka, O’Shea’s Director of Employee Development
and Engagement, first joined the organization, she realized
one thing very quickly. The company was growing rapidly and
opening new branches in different locations, which would make
it more difficult to emphasize the tenets of the O’Shea Way. As
Fyalka explained, “Although we’ve always been able to maintain
a high level of quality, we wanted to ensure we would be able
to continue replicating the systems and processes that got us
where we are.”

SOLUTIONS PROVIDED
Software: Chronus software for
mentoring
Services Offered: Admin training
Features Most Appreciated:
aO’Shea-branded user interface
aEasily duplicated, customizable
workflows
aDetailed user profiles
aCentralized progress tracking
for new employees

With full support from leadership, she began developing fullscale programs to help O’Shea employees learn, develop, and
grow. Fyalka sought to create a modern mentoring program that
would not only provide the necessary new hire training across
the first few months, but also empower employees to take
charge of their career development paths.
However, the type of program she envisioned simply wasn’t
possible with the resources she possessed. She turned to
software to reach her goals.
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THE ANSWER: CHRONUS SOFTWARE FOR MENTORING
Fyalka began looking at software to help her start, manage, and
measure an extended onboarding program. She said, “You need
a formalized program, where employees really have to think
about their goals and take ownership of them as well. It makes
them a part of the process. Paper systems simply don’t do that.
But with software, you can set up the template so employees
receive email reminders, they can visit the portal, they can
see their progress – it has so much more impact than a
piece of paper that says, ‘You need to do X, Y, Z.’”

“You need a formalized program,
where employees really have to think
about their goals and take ownership
of them as well. It makes them a part
of the process. Paper systems simply
don’t do that.”

She began researching several different options but ultimately, she landed on Chronus. Fyalka said,
“Chronus just seemed really easy to use. Easy to use, easy to customize. It’s sophisticated enough to
provide the tool we need but not so complicated that it would take me forever to learn how to use
it. Essentially, it just felt like it was the right size for our organization but would still allow us to grow
with it.”
It was also critical for Fyalka that other companies enjoyed using the software as well. She explained,
“I wanted to talk to other users, and while they all spoke highly of it, one person in particular just really
liked it. In fact, he said to me, ‘It sounds like I work for Chronus but I don’t – I’m just really that happy
with it. Chronus support is truly support. They respond to you and do their best to help you. They get
back to you within 24 hours and sometimes sooner.’ I’ve definitely found that to be the case.”
When it came to implementation, Fyalka had a
very clear vision for what she wanted and Chronus
helped her develop a full-fledged program. She
said, “Oh, it was fabulous that we could create
templates and then I could tweak them and use
them for other purposes. I really appreciated the
flexibility. And my customer support manager was
fantastic to work with.”

“Chronus support is truly support. They respond to you and do their best to help you.”

FOR A TWO-PART ONBOARDING PROGRAM, ONE SIMPLE SOLUTION
Fyalka uses Chronus software to power a complete, two-part onboarding program. The first portion
of the program is a traditional onboarding scenario. Fyalka takes new hires and guides them through
the program and seeks candid feedback as to what’s working for each individual. As she explained,
“Some people are very comfortable with webinars, but there are others who really want one-on-one
training.” The new hires are scheduled to visit with trainers in a specific sequence which includes
basic HR meetings, orientations, and meetings with trainers to work them through key systems
such as tracking job costs. In addition, Fyalka uses Chronus software to embed documents like the
employee handbook, forms, procedures, and personality assessments in one easily accessible place.
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After completing the initial onboarding program,
new hires begin what the O’Shea Builders
company calls “Player Development.” Currently
being implemented across the company, Player
Development is a targeted, career development
program. After Fyalka assigns a manager to
each employee (called coaches and players,
respectively), employees establish specific
development goals for themselves that will help
them grow as professionals as well as goals that
are consistent with organizational objectives.
They then meet with their managers to ensure
continual progress.

CHRONUS SOFTWARE POWERS CAREER DEVELOPMENT
Flexible software, with the ability to individualize development plans for each employee, is key to the
success of this growing program. There are a few key features that Fyalka appreciates:
a Detailed employee profiles. Fyalka explains, “They’re very helpful, especially for new
employees who are getting to know each other better.”
a Customizable workflows. She appreciates the ease with which she can set up custom
program workflows, and then duplicate or customize them as needed.
a Trackable progress. Chronus software offers insight into how program participants are
progressing on achieving milestones and goals. At any time, Fyalka can log in to view the
health of all pairings.

SUCCESSFUL OUTCOMES
With 100% of users reporting satisfaction and
83% of users reporting “Very Satisfied,” the
onboarding and career development programs
may be fairly new at O’Shea Builders but they’re
popular across the company, As Fyalka says,
“Employees like using it. It’s interesting because
even the people I thought might not care for
the structure of it enjoy it just as much as the other
employees. And even those who were hesitant about
the programs are fully on board now. It’s just a huge victory for us.”

Chronus Connections Report

Fyalka plans to expand this program to the rest of the company to aid O’Shea Builders in maintaining
its reputation for excellence, performance, and integrity.
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ABOUT CHRONUS
Chronus is the leader in mentoring software. Our configurable platform is powering hundreds of
successful mentoring programs for some of the world’s largest companies, educational institutions,
and professional associations. With unique MatchIQ™ technology, a guided experience for
participants, and the most configurable platform in the industry, Chronus enables mentoring
programs to efficiently scale and drive more strategic value for organizations worldwide.

Phone: (800) 515-1206
Phone: (425) 629-6327
Email: sales@chronus.com
Web: www.chronus.com

